Buyproxies.org
Business Case

“Heficed provides IP diversity, good support and
good control panels”

The Client _
Buyproxies.org began as a small startup in 2011 but has
fast become one of the most prominent names in proxy
services and now leads the way in providing quality
and affordable private proxies. The business offers
specialised packages in addition to more general purpose
services, and Buyproxies.org prides itself on fast delivery
times and efficient customer support. Its key features
include unlimited bandwith, hundreds of locations and
API integration which allows users to read the proxies in
‘.txt’ files directly from running scripts.
Buyproxies.org is one of the most popular and most
shared proxy providers and receives very good feedback
from customers.

Challenges _
Proxies are intermediary servers that stand between the websites a person is browsing and the system that
they are accessing so it’s essential that proxy servers are fast, secure and high quality.
The private proxies offered by Buyproxies.org work with Instagram, Google, Facebook, Twitter and many
other high traffic platforms so its servers need to be fast to keep up with high levels of demand. Buyproxies.
org also provides servers from around the world and so required hosting platforms that were going to be
stable and secure no matter where its customers were based.
Before working with Heficed, Buyproxies.org reported experiencing significant downtimes and receiving
slow or poor customer support from other providers. Some of the providers it used also turned out to be
resellers which created problems for the business.
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Our Solution _
Heficed offers a range of products and services
designed to help businesses, and the most purchased
of our products by Buyproxies.org was Kronos
Cloud. Kronos Cloud hosts and manages workforce
operating systems of all shapes and sizes in the cloud
and is well known as the global leader in workforce
management. Its unified platform provides a full suite
of applications for managing and nurturing the entire
workforce, including payroll and human resources. In
addition to a whole range of other benefits, Kronos
Cloud also offers its users the facility to securely
access applications over the web using mobile
devices, tablets, laptops, and desktops.
Kronos is built with robust hypervisor functionalities
which means data heavy digital transactions can take
place easily and securely and, just like Buyproxies.
org, many of our clients report experiencing excellent
results from using Kronos Cloud, particularly when
scaling their businesses. You can find out more about
Kronos Cloud here.
Buyproxies.org purchased Heficed servers for its
proxies and VPNs because of the speed, stability and
security of the Heficed servers. It also purchased IP
addresses to enable better hosting solutions. You
can find out more about our IP products and services
here.

Implementations _
Tudor Andrei, representative at Buyproxies.org was impressed with the implementation of Heficed
cloud servers and reported experiencing very positive results, stating that Heficed provided “IP
diversity, good support, and good control panels”.

Result _
Buyproxies.org is a big business and tested the services of a range of hosting providers before deciding
which providers to work with in the long term. After first hearing about Heficed through the hosting
forums, Buyproxies.org tested our servers and was happy to begin working with us, finding that the
level of support it received and the speed, stability and flexibility of our servers meant that it continued
to work with us long after the initial trial period had expired.
In particular, Buyproxies.org found that purchasing our Kronos Cloud product saved it a lot of time
because the server didn’t require external support and could easily be managed in-house.
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The Future _
Buyproxies.org intends to continue its pattern of growth and is dedicated to taking care of its clients
into the future. We’re proud to be able to continue to support Buyproxies.org and look forward to seeing
how the business develops.

Kronos Cloud Pricing _
Explore Heficed plans and pricing for Kronos Cloud, IP addresses and Proto
Compute dedicated servers.
Explore pricing
You can learn more about our cloud products here.

If you’d like to experience similar results to Buyproxies.org, you can find
out more about our products here.
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